Data Mining, Big Data Analytics and Their Applications in Agriculture Field
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Abstract:- Data mining is the ever growing field which is used to extract hidden facts and unknown patterns from raw data, with the intent of turning this vast amount of data into useful information. Data mining is used in data science. Data mining automatically analysis data, classifies data and summarize data into useful information. Big data is the popular term in recent years. Big data is the term that describes a huge amount of structured, unstructured, and semi-structured data have been developed by various establishment around the world. This composite data is referred to as big data. Whereas big data analytics is the process of examining data sets in order to draw conclusion about the useful information they contain. In this paper we are going to discusses about data mining and big data analytics and their application in the agriculture field.
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I.INTRODUCTION:

The DATA MINING is the process of extracting hidden facts or data from the database. Data mining is used in data science. Data mining is practical in important sectors like health care, customer relationship management, marketing, ecommerce, fraudulent, insurance, banking etc. The ‘BIG DATA’ has been termed over the mid-1990s, it has become commonplace in our vernacular during the past decades[1]. Big data is an approach that used to analyze, systematically and extract information from it or otherwise it deals with Data sets. Big data challenges include capturing data, data storage, data analysis, sharing transfer, visualization, querying, updating, information privacy and data source[2]. The three key concepts of big data: volume, variety, and velocity. The first academic use of “big data” was in 1997 in the context of data visualization. The agriculture sector is volatile in nature due to dependencies on various parameter like weather forecasting, temperature control, soil fertility, supply chain[3]. The use of big data analytics along with live data as well as past data can be useful to predict accurate weather forecasting, temperature controlling, and soil nature. This will beneficial for farmers to become self-dependent for taking decision for seed growing pesticide controlling, irrigation controlling and monitoring the market prices for their crop yield.

II.CHARACTERISTIC OF BIG DATA:

Characteristic of big data can be classified into three forms;
1. Volume.
2. Variety.
3. Velocity.

II.1.VOLUME:

Volume means storage capacity or amount of data. Collection of huge amount of data, records, transaction and tables in terabytes to peta bytes.

II.2.VARIETY:

Variety basically means the type of data. The types of data may be text format, click stream, web logs, images, video, animation, documents, sensor data and so on. These types of data are classified under structured, semi structured and unstructured data.
Ill.3. VELOCITY:
Velocity means generation of data from time to time. These data can be of real time data, near real time data, yearly data, monthly data, hourly data, historical data, weekly data and so on.

Ill. Hadoop - An Efficient Tool for Big Data:
Hadoop is an open source, java based frame work developed in year 2006, manages by Apache software foundation. It is designed to store, process huge volume of data efficiently. Hadoop can be classified into two types:
1. Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS).
2. Map reduce.
The majority of this agricultural data is also unstructured, so it is a major challenge for this agriculture field to extract meaningful information regarding weather forecasting, temperature control, soil fertility, supply chain. Thus this Hadoop ecosystem can help the agriculture sector to manage this vast amount of data using big data analytics tool such as HDFS and map reduce.

IV. Big Data in Agriculture:
India’s economical growth is depends on agriculture sectors as most of peoples in India depends on this sector[4]. Big data for agriculture sector, new term is introduced as Big data farming also called as precise farming. Precision agriculture is built upon the idea of ‘smart farming’, with the aim of addressing agricultural challenges in terms of growth, productivity, and provisions security and sustainability in response to climate change[5]. Smart farming takes advantage of the recent increase in the quantity, quality, and multiplicity of data generated from many sources including Geographic Information Systems (GIS), equipment sensors, climate and weather data, genomic information, as well as economic, social, and political data[6].

Much of this data is used to parameterize crop models that attempt to predict crop productivity (i.e. yield) in response to the environment, and ultimately global food security[7].

Remote sensing elements are used to gather the information. This gathered information is then visualized in an easy to understand format that is in structured data form[8]. One such example is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index , which is a graphical indices used to assess the greeness of vegetation from remote sensing measurements. Data is also generated at the field level from various sensors attached to farm equipment, weather stations, field biosensors, and crowd sourced information from social media that, for example, report the incidence of natural disasters or pest infestations[9]. These data provide growers and researchers with spatial and sequential information about climate and local weather, soil conditions, crop quality, field biodiversity, and even crop yields.

The recent innovation of high-throughput plant phenol typing relies on technology for automating oddity analysis in crops so that many more samples can be measured and analyzed than done manually[10]. These technology have contributed to the rapid collection of big amounts of phenol typical data that are more dependable and reproducible than those collected manually by teams of researchers[11]. They are used in reproduction programs to select plants with preferred characteristics. However, the longtime blockage in breeding programs has been the showing of crop genotypes under a variety of conditions to identify those that express behavior of interest. Often 100 to 1000 of different cultivars must be screened to find individuals with desired traits[12].

The concurrent growth and characterization of thousands of hereditary lines that can further developed for large-scale production . Three major methodologies are used in high- throughput phenol typing, and each produce at least gigabytes of data: remote sensing and imaging, laboratory analyses, and near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy. Currently, biologists, agronomists, and crop modelers are working together to develop tools to integrate data. Such multi-scale model has the possible to improve current crop models and provide more precise estimates about crop performance under untested ecological scenarios[13].

Technological advances in basic research will also increase the scale of data in agriculture field. These data help scientists to relate the original crop genetics to traits of interest, or provide insight about the molecular response of plants to genetic and to ecological changes[14]. The procreation programs has led to large increases in crop yield and biomass due to selected or engineered resistance to pests and other green stresses.

IV.1. Use and Application in Big Data:

Big data in agriculture field, often use in models geared towards improving crop yields and qualities in response to climate change[15]. A recent study published in 2018 in the journal Remote Sensing of Environment utilized a variety of large scale data to forecast the optimal planting date for maize and soybean[16]. Sowing date is
an important factor in formative crop yields globally, and later sowing dates often negatively affect yields due to increased heat stress and reduced moisture accessibility during reproductive and seed filling stages. This large-scale Multiple data sources have been used to study the impact of sowing date or crop yields. Improved plant Index from MODIS has been used for estimating the impact of sowing date on rice and soybean. However, a remote sensing data (EVI) along with fluorescence and radar data from novel satellite sensors, were used separately and in grouping to predict the sowing date for corn and soybean[17]. Thus from this study we came to know that by incorporating information about sowing-period temperature and crop fraction with satellite data led to higher model forecast exactness than using satellite data alone[18]. This use big datasets from many satellites, which increased the reliability of the model-predicting sowing estimates for multiple crops at regional and global scale[19]. Thus big data used in agricultural field to improve the crop productivity.

V. CONCLUSION:
Thus Data mining and Big data generate, collect and analysis in agriculture has improved crop and field management strategies, often resulting in improved yields. The development of new analytical tools and models to integrate, meaningfully[20], the terabytes of data generated annually, may lead to the design of crop videotapes that will maximize yields under different environmental conditions. The big data generated through precision agriculture technology may help move toward prescriptive agriculture that is dynamic and efficient[21]. Both for-profit and non-profit organizations are developing tools to forecast plant-environment interactions to facilitate early and targeted intervention that will improve overall crop productivity, and ideally, global food security[22]. This will help the farmer to become self dependent and it also help them to take decision for seed growing, pesticide controlling, irrigation controlling.
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